ORGANIZATIONAL FAILURES IN INNOVATION

Learning from Innovation Tournaments
Christian Terwiesch and Patrick J. Brennan

Just as American Idol can winnow down thousands of wannabe singers into one potential superstar,
companies can use a tournament strategy to manage innovation and capitalize on new ideas. From
January to May 2012, more than 1,700 ideas were submitted during an innovation tournament conducted
at the University of Pennsylvania Health System (UPHS). With only a handful being selected for
implementation, there were, by definition, failures. But the tournament process itself was a win for
UPHS. All of the entries came from employees who were energized and enthusiastic about making a
difference. Holding an innovation tournament isn’t as simple as asking employees to email their ideas:
the focus of the tournament needs to be identified, the structure defined, a marketing campaign rolled
out, and a judging process established. Christian Terwiesch and Patrick J. Brennan shared the process
of, and the lessons learned from, UPHS’s innovation tournament when they spoke at the June 1, 2012,
Mack Center conference.
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is a win for the organization. “We wanted this
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Brennan said. Knowing that management is listening to
them can empower employees.
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Key Points
r Innovation can be managed through a rigorous
process, with a clearly defined focus, within
any organization.
r An innovation tournament’s winning ideas are
often not as novel as expected.
r Innovation tournaments can energize the
culture of an organization.
r Employee participation and enthusiasm in an
innovation tournament is a positive side effect.
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